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 With the quickening pace of reform and opening up, and the fast 
development of society, the information technology has irrevocably penetrated into 
contemporary realistic social life and different areas. With the enhancement of 
people's awareness of the law and legal concepts, The need for law firms increasingly 
urgent. We need unified management and construction of information, use the 
resources concentrated Lawyers Affairs management application system, and apply it 
into all the different types of daily supervision work. 
One of the important issues in nowadays information technology service 
management work is to provide efficient, practical, unified and convenient Lawyers 
Affairs management system, and to improve the daily work efficiency and service 
quality of supervision service departments. Relying on the population information 
management network service, the Lawyers Affairs management designed by the 
system can support all kinds of different staff to carry out various Lawyers Affairs 
management work. On the basis of normal process of daily business, such as 
population and the related Lawyers Affairs management, to make Lawyers Affairs 
management to be networked and computerized, forming a basis for network, so as 
to rapidly transfer population service information between different staff from 
different departments. The  system using the ASP.NET technology on the basis of a 
three-tier architecture based WEB lawyers transaction management systems. At the 
same time the system uses the MVC framework, the use of current popular SQL 
database architecture. And realize: User login management, customer information 
management, office information management, business management, management 
think tank, backstage management function several categories. And by virtue of this 
system-related matters it was firm and orderly management, improve the efficiency 
of the firm's office fundamentally.Building the informationized law enforcement 
management which meets contemporary requirements, achieving the digital input, 
efficient and fast dynamic processing, as well as the information network 















enforcement management with perfect function, sound system and reliable security, 
which can better meet the needs of the Times, fundamentally realize law 
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